
Pirate Hat

The Pirate Hat is part of our Pirate Party theme check the 
inspirations page to see the other items you could make so 
you can have your very 
own pirate party!

Tools and Materials:
- Black Paper
- Scissors
- Sellotape
- White Pencil or Chalk



To create your Pirate Hat you need to draw your hat shape, 
the easiest way to do this is to draw a rectangle along the 
bottom of the page

Then a semi circle, we just drew this by hand but you can 
use a compass, don’t worry too much about the shape it 
doesn’t have to be perfectly geometrical!



To give it more of a Pirate Hat feel instead of looking like a 
Bowler Hat add some arches where the semi circle meets 
the rectangle like so

Then cut your hat out and flip it over to draw the skull and 
cross bones on!



To make it into a hat you need to make a band to go round 
your head, get one of the other bits of paper and fold it in 
half or if your head is a bit smaller you can fold it in thirds

Tape the ends together to make one large rectangle which 
you can use for the band around your head



You can get help to measure your head if you are stuck but 
all you need to do is place the middle on your forehead 
then follow it round to find where the paper meets



Once you are happy that the band is the right size, not too 
tight and not so loose it will fall down hold it in place with 
your thumb, take it off you head and sellotape in place

So you end up with a ring like this that you can now attach 
your hat to



We laid our hat flat and folded tape on itself to stick the 
band to to make it more secure as well as taping it from the 
inside



Once it is all taped you have a Pirate Hat you can now 
wear!



You can also make a Treasure Map and Sword to go with 
your Pirate Hat


